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Abstract
The TemporalMobile Stochastic Logic (MOSL) has been introduced in previous work by the authors for formulating properties
of systems specified in STOKLAIM, a Markovian extension of KLAIM. The main purpose of MOSL is to address key functional
aspects of global computing such as distribution awareness, mobility, and security and their integration with performance and
dependability guarantees. In this paper, we present MOSL+, an extension of MOSL, which incorporates some basic features of
the Modal Logic for MObility (MOMO), a logic specifically designed for dealing with resource management and mobility aspects
of concurrent behaviours. We also show how MOSL+ formulae can be model-checked against STOKLAIM specifications. For this
purpose, we show how existing state-based stochastic model-checkers, like e.g. the Markov Reward Model Checker (MRMC), can
be exploited by using a front-end for STOKLAIM that performs appropriate pre-processing of MOSL+ formulae. The proposed
approach is illustrated by modelling and verifying a sample system.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Global computing
During the last couple of decades, computer systems have changed significantly: stand-alone, static devices
executing programs autonomously have evolved into large-scale networks of computing devices performing tasks in a
cooperative and coordinated manner. These modern, complex distributed systems – also known as global or network-
aware computers [12] – are highly dynamic and have to deal with frequent changes in the network environment.
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The world wide web is a major example of a global “computer”. Features such as distribution awareness and code
mobility, which were absent or deliberately invisible in previous computer generations, play a prominent role in
global computing. Dedicated programming and specification formalisms have been developed that can deal with
issues such as (code and agent) mobility, remote execution, security, privacy and integrity. Important examples of
such languages and frameworks are, among others, Obliq [11], Seal [14], ULM [9] and KLAIM (Kernel Language for
Agents Interaction and Mobility) [16,6].
1.2. Dependable global computing
Performance and dependability issues are of the utmost importance for “network-aware” computing, due to the
enormous size of systems – networks typically consist of thousands or even millions of nodes – and their strong
dependence on mobility and interaction. Spontaneous computer crashes may easily lead to a failure of remote
execution or process movement, while spurious network failures may cause the loss of code fragments or unpredictable
delays. The enormous magnitude of computing devices involved in global computing yield failure rates that can no
longer be ignored. The presence of such random phenomena implies that the correctness of global computing software
and their safety guarantees are no longer rigid notions like:
“either it is safe or it is not”
but have a less absolute nature, e.g.:
“in 99.7% of the cases, safety can be ensured”.
The intrinsic complexity of global computers, though, complicates the assessment of these issues severely. Systematic
methods, techniques and tools—all based on solid mathematical foundations i.e., formal methods, are therefore
needed to establish performance and dependability requirements and guarantees. This paper attempts to make a
considerable step in this direction by proposing an extension of a widely used temporal logic, CTL, as a property
specification language for distribution, performance and dependability guarantees. The temporal logic formalism
presented in the present article builds upon an action-based variant of CSL (Continuous Stochastic Logic [2,5]).
1.3. Modelling dependable global computing
To facilitate the incorporation of random phenomena in models for network-aware computing, we proposed
STOKLAIM [17], a simple, yet powerful stochastic extension of KLAIM [16,6], an experimental language for
distributed systems that is aimed at modelling and programming mobile code applications, i.e., applications for which
exploitation of code mobility is the prime distinctive feature.
In STOKLAIM, every action has a random duration governed by a negative exponential distribution. The resulting
operational model is therefore a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC, for short), one of the most popular models
for the evaluation of the performance and dependability of information processing systems. Our extension is inspired
by Markovian extensions of traditional process algebras; for recent surveys see, e.g. [28,32]. A preliminary version of
the language STOKLAIM has been published in [20].
1.4. Specifying properties of dependable global computing
To assess dependability aspects, typically long-run or transient probabilities of CTMCs are considered; we propose
to adopt a more recent technique that determines performance and dependability guarantees in a fully automated
manner using model checking. Guarantees are formulated as temporal logic formulae. For CTMCs, the logic CSL
(Continuous Stochastic Logic) [2,5] is of particular interest, and efficient model-checking algorithms exist for it.
CSL is a stochastic extension of CTL that, together with qualitative properties, permits specifying time-bounded
probabilistic reachability properties, such as “the likelihood of reaching a goal state within t time units while visiting
only legal states is at least 0.92”. Several software tools have been developed for supporting the verification of CSL
formulae; here, we just mention PRISM [35], ETMCC [31] and MRMC [33].
A clear advantage of the logical approach to performance and dependability assessment is the completely
formal characterisation of the performance and dependability measures of interest. Informal descriptions of complex
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measures could in fact be easily misinterpreted and more error prone. Moreover, with the help of a stochastic model-
checker, one can automatically check whether a performance or dependability requirement is fulfilled by a specific
system model. It is important to point out that model-checking tools not only provide a yes/no answer, but provide also
the values of the probabilities of interest. In this sense, stochastic model-checkers incorporate also the functionality
of traditional Markov Chain analysis tools, but such a functionality is embedded in a general formal framework.
Also, functional properties of behaviour, usually expressed by temporal logics like CTL, can be often characterised
by formulae of stochastic temporal logics, where the degenerate probability values 0 and 1 are used. This means
that stochastic logics permit formulating and automatically checking both functional and non-functional properties of
system behaviour in an integrated way, with the same formalism.
In [18], we proposed MOSL (Mobile Stochastic Logic), a logic that allows one to refer to the spatial structure of the
network for the specification of properties of STOKLAIM models. A preliminary version of the logic was presented
in [19]. Our starting-point was an action-based variant of CSL (as first proposed in [30]), that fits well with the
action-based nature of KLAIM. The distinguishing features of MOSL, with respect to CSL, are:
• atomic propositions may refer to the sites where data and processes reside,
• actions are generalised to action specifiers that act as patterns for characterising sets of actions, and
• logical variables are incorporated to refer to dynamically created sites.
In this paper, we present MOSL+, an extension of MOSL, which incorporates some basic features of the Modal
Logic for Mobility, MOMO [22], that has operators for describing properties resulting from resource production and
consumption. In particular, in the new logic, state properties incorporate features for resource management and context
verification, namely the MOMO consumption and production operators. Context verification allows the verification
of assumptions on resources and processes in a system at the logical level, i.e. without having to change the model
to investigate the effect of each assumption on the system’s behaviour. We also show how, by an appropriate use
of the techniques presented in [30], any formula of MOSL+, including those with binding occurrences of variables,
can be model-checked using the state-based model-checker MRMC. For the actual model checking, we developed a
prototype front-end tool, named SAM (Stochastic Analyser for Mobility).
1.5. Related work
Probabilistic CTL (PCTL, for short) is a branching-time temporal logic for discrete-time Markov processes [26,
8]. It has been applied to case studies from different fields ranging from distributed systems to systems biology and
security, and various variations and extensions to PCTL have been defined [3,15]. CSL is the counterpart of PCTL for
continuous-time Markov chains, and originates from [2,4] and basically inherits the probability operators from PCTL,
extends these with a steady-state operator, and uses real-time variants of until (as they occur in timed CTL [1]).
Several (temporal) logics have been proposed which aim at describing properties of systems related either to
mobility ([7,21,10,13,25,36] among others) or to probabilistic/stochastic behaviour (e.g. [26,27,2,5,30]). To the best
of our knowledge, [18,19] is the first approach towards a probabilistic logic for mobility which is closely related to
the language presented in [20].
In [4], an action- and state-based stochastic logic is proposed. The specification of path properties makes use of
regular expression operators which cover, among other things, the functionality of until and next. The logic is based on
uninterpreted states and actions. A model-checking procedure is proposed which uses CSL model-checking. Neither
distribution awareness and mobility, nor network resource management, are addressed in the above mentioned paper.
1.6. Structure of the paper
Section 2 briefly recalls the modelling language STOKLAIM, the use of which is shown by means of a simple
example which will be used throughout the paper. The property specification language MOSL+ is introduced in
Section 3 together with its formal semantics. An algorithm for using the MRMC model-checker for the logic CSL
to model-check MOSL+ formulae against models specified in STOKLAIM is presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows
how several interesting properties of the example model can be automatically verified. Finally, in Section 6 some
conclusions are drawn and lines of future research are outlined.
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Table 1
Syntax of STOKLAIM nets
N ::= 0 | i ::ρ E | N || N
E ::= P | 〈 Ef 〉
P ::= nil | (A, r).P | P + P | P | P | Q( EP, E`, Ee)
f ::= P | ` | e
A ::= newloc(!u) | out( Ef )@` | in( EF)@` | read( EF)@` | eval(P)@`
F ::= f | !X | !u | !x
2. STOKLAIM
This section briefly recalls the language STOKLAIM and introduces the basic notation used throughout the paper.
The full details of the formal definition of the language and a thorough discussion of the motivations of all our design
choices can be found in [17].
We provide a gentle introduction to STOKLAIM by presenting the key constructs of the language by means of a
small but representative example of a generic Distributed Mobile Service (DMS), which we describe below, and which
we will use as a running example throughout the paper.
A DMS is a network service that exploits the capabilities of different network resources. We present a limited
configuration of the service for the purposes of concise presentation. The service relies on two sites, say A and B.
Client software is assumed to run only on A. On site A, a service dispatcher is also running that receives service
requests from local users and dispatches them to the appropriate sites. There are two types of services, S1 and S2.
S1-type service is a simple service that requires only local resources. S2-type service requires first resources in A,
and then resources in B. An example of an S2-type service could be a number-crunching application consisting of
two phases: a preparatory one, completely performed locally, followed by a second phase which requires specialised
computing resources, not available locally.
We now move to the informal description of STOKLAIM. Like in KLAIM, a STOKLAIM network consists of a set
of sites, each having a physical address, a set of running processes, and a collection of stored tuples, which can be
basic data values or processes. Consequently, we need a set I of (physical) addresses, ranged over by i, i ′, i1, . . . ,
and a set P-var of process variables, ranged over by X, X ′, X1, . . . , Q, Q′, Q1, . . . . We will conventionally use
Q, Q′, Q1, . . . for those process variables for which there is a definition in the STOKLAIM specification at hand, as
described in a moment. Moreover we assume a set V of (basic data) values, ranged over by v, v′, v1, . . . , a set V-var
of value variables, ranged over by x, x ′, x1, . . . , and a standard way for building value expressions from values, value
variables and operators; in the following, we let e denote any generic value expression, and we do not discuss these
expressions in any further detail here.
Processes can upload/read/download tuples to/from/from sites as well as execute network management actions like
creating new sites, and spawning other processes to (remote) sites. Tuples are retrieved from tuple spaces via pattern
matching using templates. Templates are sequences of actual and formal fields, or binders, which are variables that
will get a value when a tuple is retrieved. Formal fields are marked by a ‘!’ before the variable name. In order to
guarantee a high level of flexibility and portability of the process code, processes, in their actions, cannot use directly
(physical) addresses, but they can refer to sites only by means of logical addresses, usually called localities. We let L,
ranged over by l, l ′, l1, . . . be a set of localities, and L-var, ranged over by u, u′, u1, . . . be a set of locality variables.
The association of localities to addresses, is local to sites; each site is equipped with an allocation environment which
is a mapping used for resolving the localities used by the processes running at that site, translating them to addresses.
In STOKLAIM, process actions are enriched with rate-names which characterise the duration of the actions. More
specifically, the rate-name occurring in an action specifies, via a global rate-mapping, the rate of an exponentially
distributed random variable characterising the duration of the execution of the action. The use of rate-names and rate-
mappings instead of direct rates, i.e. real numbers, facilitates the systematic analysis of a given network under several,
different, timing assumptions, since this requires only modifications to the rate-mapping. Moreover, there are also
technical reasons for preferring rate-names to rates. The reader interested in further details on this issue is referred
to [17]. We letR, ranged over by r, r ′, r1, . . . , be the set of rate-names. All the above sets are assumed countable and
mutually disjoint. Furthermore, let `, `′, `1 range over L ∪ L-var.
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In the syntactical definition of STOKLAIM main constructs, recalled in Table 1, we adopt the (E·)-notation for
sequences; e.g., El = l1, l2, . . . , ln denotes a sequence over L and Ex = x1, x2, . . . , xm is a sequence over V-var. For
sequence Es = s1, . . . , sn , let {Es} denote the set of elements in Es, i.e., {Es} = {s1, . . . , sn}. One-element sequences and
singleton sets are denoted as the elements they contain, i.e., {s} is denoted as s and Es = s′ as s′. The empty sequence is
denoted by . In this paper, we will often use a functional programming-like notation, where currying will be used in
function application, i.e., for function foo, foo a1 a2 . . . an will be used instead of foo(a1, a2, . . . , an), and function
applications will be considered left-associative. We let (dom foo) denote the domain of foo.
2.1. Nets and processes
A network state is modelled in STOKLAIM by means of a net expression N (see Table 1). The most elementary
net is the null net, denoted 0. A net consisting of a single node with address i is denoted i ::ρ E , where ρ is an
allocation environment and E is a node element. The allocation environment ρ is a partial function from L to I
mapping the localities occurring in the processes running at node i to addresses. Notice that the operational semantics
of STOKLAIM postulates that whenever a process uses a locality on which the allocation environment is undefined,
the process deadlocks. Nets may be composed of the parallel composition of several nodes. Node elements are either
processes executing at the node – process nodes in the sequel – or data (represented as a tuple Ef ) that is stored at the
node.
So, a network state is modelled in STOKLAIM as a net N . Notice that, in general, in N there can be more than one
node with the same address i . The site (with address) i in the network is modelled by the collection of nodes in N
with address i . Nodes are syntactic objects, whereas sites are conceptual entities. The set of processes running at site
i is the set of processes P such that i ::ρ P ′ occurs in N and P = P ′, or is P a proper sub-process of P ′. The set
of processes (localities, or basic values, respectively) stored at site i is the set of processes (localities, or basic values
respectively) occurring as fields of tuples Ef such that i ::ρ 〈 Ef 〉 is in N .
We can now give a first, abstract, definition of our DMS. We assume the system is originally created at an existing
site, with a conventional address init ∈ I, and we let the initialisation phases be performed by the process Boot. The
initial state of our system is described by the following net:
init ::[self→init] Boot (1)
where [self → init] denotes the allocation environment which maps self ∈ L to init. In general, we assume the
existence of self ∈ (dom ρ) for all allocation environments ρ, and require ρ self = i for node i ::ρ E . Before further
specifying the process Boot, we briefly describe the syntax and informal semantics of STOKLAIM processes P .
Processes are built up from the terminated process nil, a set of randomly delayed actions, and standard process
algebraic operators such as prefix, choice, parallel composition and process instantiation Q, with optional parameters
( EP, E`, Ee), where the process variable Q is assumed to be defined in the sequence of process definitions ED in the
STOKLAIM specification at hand, by a process defining equation of the form:
Q( E!X , E!u, E!x) ∆= P.
For syntactical clarity, all binding occurrences of variables are prefixed with ‘!’. This includes occurrences as
arguments of node creation operation, of in/read actions, and as formal parameters of process definitions. In this
paper, we require that each process instantiation be action guarded, i.e. prefixed by an action.
The process (A, r).P executes action A with a duration that is a random variable which is exponentially distributed,
with a rate specified by rate-name r . Rate-names are mapped to rate values by means of rate-mappings, to generate an
action-labelled CTMC, to be used for formal analysis and verification. A rate-mapping β is a partial function fromR
to R>0; thus, the duration of the execution of action A is a random variable with a negative exponential distribution,
with rate (β r) .
It is worth pointing out here that, although fairly simple, the mechanism of rate-mappings is quite powerful
and flexible. In fact, we can extend the domain of rate-mappings in such a way that it includes all the information
characterising the actions processes execute, like the addresses of the sites where the actions are executed, those of the
target sites (e.g. the site where a tuple is uploaded or a process is spawned), the arguments of the specific actions etc.
This way, one can make the (parameters of the random) durations of the actions depend, for instance, on the rate-name
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used in the specific action, and/or the site where they are executed, and/or the size of involved data, and/or the target
site etc. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we let rate-mappings depend only on the rate-names.
Notice also that we did not include a probabilistic choice operator; in this paper, we follow the traditional approach
of Markovian process algebras, where the probabilities of alternative branches of behaviour are derived from action
rates on the basis of the race condition principle. In other words, all instances of non-determinism which may arise
from the choice and the parallel operators are resolved on the basis of the speed of the process actions involved:
the action with the shortest duration is chosen. We leave the extension of STOKLAIM with probabilistic choice and
parallel composition as well as the study of the interactions of these constructs with rates for further study.
2.2. Actions
A process can create a new site by means of the action newloc(!u). This action will have also the effect of creating
a fresh new address, say i , and a fresh new locality, say l. The newly created locality l will be bound, in the allocation
environment ρ of the node where the action is executed, to the address i , and all the free occurrences of u are replaced
with l. The resulting allocation environment will be exported to the newly created node.
In order to see how the newloc operates, let us go back to our running example. Suppose process Boot starts by
creating the two sites of the DMS, being defined as follows, where process Boot1 will be further specified later:
Boot ∆= (newloc(!x), d1).(newloc(!y), d2).Boot1(x, y).
Assuming that the fresh address “A” and locality “a” are generated by the first action of Boot, the system evolves
from the initial state above to the following net1:
init ::ρ1 (newloc(!y), d2).Boot1(a, y) || A ::ρ2 nil (2)
where
ρ1 l
def=
init, if l = selfA, if l = aundefined, otherwise ρ2 l def=
{
A, if l ∈ {self, a}
undefined, otherwise.
As usual, system evolution can be formalised by means of a labelled transition system (LTS), whose states are basically
STOKLAIM nets. In practice, for technical reasons, configurations are used instead of nets: a configuration is a net
enriched with additional information concerning the addresses and localities used in the current state. For the sake of
notational simplicity, in the sequel we disregard such additional information, unless strictly necessary. The transition
over states is labelled with information concerning the specific operation which caused an evolutionary step. More
specifically, N1
γ,r−−→ N2 should be read as: the system may evolve from configuration N1 to configuration N2 by
means of the execution of the action described by γ , whose duration is determined by r . It is worth pointing out here
that the transition relation represents action execution only symbolically, due to the presence of the rate-names, instead
of rates. Real, concrete, execution requires that samples are drawn of the random variables, exponentially distributed
with rates determined by a rate-mapping applied to the rate-names occurring in the transitions. We will come back
to these notions in Section 3, when defining paths over the Markov Chain obtained from the LTS associated to a
STOKLAIM net and to a rate-mapping.
The initial step of our running example is formalised by the following element of the transition relation:
init ::[self→init] Boot (init,n(A)),d1−−−−−−−−→ init ::ρ1 (newloc(!y), d2).Boot1(a, y) || A ::ρ2 nil
where the information γ on the action is (init,n(A)), describing the fact that the action of concern is a newloc, which
is executed at site init and generates a site with address A. Assuming now that the fresh address “B” and locality “b”
are generated by the next action of Boot, which is again a newloc, the behaviour of the system will continue with the
following transition:
init ::ρ1 (newloc(!y), d2).Boot1(a, y) || A ::ρ2 nil (init,n(B)),d2−−−−−−−−→
init ::ρ3 Boot1(a, b) || A ::ρ2 nil || B ::ρ4 nil
1 The specific way in which fresh names are generated is of no interest in the context of the present paper.
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where
ρ3 l
def=

init, if l = self
A, if l = a
B, if l = b
undefined, otherwise
ρ4 l
def=
A, if l = aB, if l ∈ {self, b}undefined, otherwise.
A process can write the tuple f1, . . . , fn in repository l – that is, the repository with address i , where i is the address
which is bound to l by the allocation environment of the node where the process is running – by the output action
out( f1, . . . , fn)@l. With an input action in(F1, . . . , Fn)@l, a process can withdraw a datum that matches the pattern,
or template, (F1, . . . , Fn) from repository l. Standard pattern matching is used for templates and tuples.
With reference to our running example, suppose process Boot1 is defined as follows, where process Boot2 will be
further specified later:
Boot1(!z, !w) ∆= (out(GO)@z, d3).(out(AF)@z, d3).(out(BF)@w, d3).Boot2(z, w)
where the tokens GO, AF, BF ∈ V will be used for synchronising the components of the DMS and its clients. The
following transition will result from the execution of the first action of process Boot1 in the last configuration we have
considered above:
init ::ρ3 Boot1(a, b) || A ::ρ2 nil || B ::ρ4 nil (init,o(GO,A)),d3−−−−−−−−−−−→
init ::ρ3 (out(AF)@a, d3).(out(BF)@b, d3).Boot2(a, b) || A ::ρ2 nil || A ::ρ2 〈GO〉 || B ::ρ4 nil
where a configuration is reached in which the token GO has been uploaded to site A. Incidentally, notice that the latter
is represented by two nodes, one for processes, where currently nil is “in execution”, and one for the token. It should
be clear that as soon as the next two actions of Boot1 have been executed, the resulting configuration is the following
one:
init ::ρ3 Boot2(a, b) || A ::ρ2 nil || A ::ρ2 〈GO〉 || A ::ρ2 〈AF〉 || B ::ρ4 nil || B ::ρ4 〈BF〉. (3)
Processes can be written to/withdrawn from a repository as well. In particular, when a process is written to a remote
repository, it loses the links of its localities to the addresses they are bound to by the local allocation environment;
when the process will be (downloaded and) put into execution in a node, the allocation environment of that node will
be used for resolving locality references occurring in the process. In other words, a dynamic scoping rule is used for
the out operation. A static scoping discipline can be enforced by prefixing processes by an asterisk in the tuple-fields
of the out operation. Action read(F1, . . . , Fn)@l is similar to in(F1, . . . , Fn)@l, except that the datum at l is not
deleted from the repository at l. The action eval(P)@l spawns process P at site l. Again, the dynamic scoping rule
is used by default, while the static one can be enforced by the asterisk prefix (i.e. eval(∗P)@l). Notice that a locality
variable u can be used in place of l in all above actions; we have used this possibility in our example above. It is
worth pointing out that process migration can be modelled as spawn & die: suppose process Q, at a certain point
of its behaviour, say after the execution of an action A, wants to move to locality l and continue there its execution
according to the behaviour specified by Q′; then Q can be defined as follows:
Q ∆= . . . .(A, r).(eval(Q′)@l, r ′).nil.
Let us assume process Boot2 in our example is defined as follows:
Boot2(!v, !t) ∆= (eval(∗Srv(v, t))@v, d4).(eval(∗Usr(v))@v, d4).nil
where process Srvmodels the behaviour of a service manager and processUsr that of users. The configuration reached
right after the execution of Boot2(a,b) at init has terminated is the following:
init ::ρ3 nil || A ::ρ2 nil || A ::ρ2 〈GO〉 || A ::ρ2 〈AF〉 ||
A ::ρ2 Srv(a, b){ρ3} || A ::ρ2 Usr(a){ρ3} || B ::ρ4 nil || B ::ρ4 〈BF〉 (4)
P{ρ} is the closure of process P with allocation environment ρ, and behaves like P except that any locality l in P
denotes the physical address (ρ l) if l ∈ (dom ρ), and is resolved with the current allocation environment otherwise.
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Finally, we use the notation busy(r).P as a short hand for (eval(nil)@self, r).P , for any process P , whenever we
want to model a delay with rate r , e.g. due to internal computation.
2.3. Tuples and templates
Tuple fields can be processes, localities, locality variables and value expressions. Template fields can be tuple fields,
or binders, which are variables prefixed with an exclamation mark. The standard notion of free and bound occurrences
of variables is used where binders indicate the binding occurrences of related variables and are associated to proper
values by pattern-matching, e.g. when used in an in action.
2.4. STOKLAIM specifications and their semantics
An STOKLAIM system specification is a triple (β0, N0, ED) where β0 : R → R>0 is a rate-mapping, N0 and ED
are, respectively, a net modelling the initial configuration of the system and the process definitions for the processes
used in N0. For STOKLAIM specification S = (β0, N0, ED), we let (LocS) and (AdrS) denote the set of localities and
addresses, respectively, occurring in N0 or ED. Notice that the above sets do not depend on β0. With a little overloading,
we use (Loc N ) and (Adr N ), for the network N as an abbreviation for Loc(β, N , ) and Adr(β, N , ), for any rate
mapping β from rate-names to rates.
As we already mentioned earlier, the operational semantics definition of STOKLAIM associates an LTS to each
STOKLAIM specification. For technical reasons, the states of the LTS are not just nets, but configurations, i.e. tuples
(I, L , N ), where I ⊆ I and L ⊆ L are the finite set of addresses and localities, respectively, in the net N . For
configuration c, we let Nc (Ic and Lc respectively) denote the net (addresses and localities) component of c.
The transition relation ⇒ of STOKLAIM is defined in [17] by means of a set of reduction rules, which make
use of a structural congruence ≡ on configurations defined by a set of congruence laws. The structural congruence
essentially characterises commutativity, associativity and the neutral elements for network and process parallel
composition as well as for choice; moreover, the structural congruence states the cloning principle, i.e.
(I, L , i ::ρ1 ? ρ2 P1 | P2) ≡ (I, L , i ::ρ1 P1 || i ::ρ2 P2)
whenever ρ1 and ρ2 are compatible, i.e. ρ1 l = ρ2 l if l belongs to both the domain of ρ1 and the domain of ρ2, in
which case ρ1 ? ρ2 is defined as
(ρ1 ? ρ2) l
def=
{
ρ1 l if l ∈ (dom ρ1)
ρ2 l if l ∈ (dom ρ2).
In the following, we let [c] denote the equivalence class of configurations c under ≡ and (rep c) denote the unique
representative of [c]; we abstract here from the way these representatives are chosen. We let RepCnf denote the set of
all representatives of the equivalence classes of configurations.
The STOKLAIM transition relation definition given in [17] follows a similar pattern as that for KLAIM in [16]: a
net transition relation is defined which uses a lower level process transition relation; moreover a suitable rate-name
renaming technique is introduced in order to distinguish different occurrences of the same rate-name, thus preserving
the race condition principle. For configuration c, we let (Der c) be the set of derivatives of c, i.e. the smallest set
including c and all the configurations reachable from c via the STOKLAIM transition relation. Finally, we let (RDer c)
be the set {rep(x) | x ∈ (Der c)}.
Notice that in [17], the specific technique used in order to preserve the race condition principle requires that
the STOKLAIM transition relation is a parameterised relation and that rate-name strings are used instead of just
rate-names. In the present paper, we abstract from the details of the race condition preservation technique. Similar
considerations apply to the function Der.
The LTS of a STOKLAIM specification S = (β0, N0, ED), denoted by LTS(S), is defined in the expected way.
LTS(S) is the tuple (C,Λ,−→, c0), where the initial state c0 is rep(((AdrS), (LocS), N0)), i.e., the representative
of (the congruence classes of) the configuration corresponding to the initial net N0. The set C of states is (RDer c0),
i.e. the set including c0 and the representatives of (the congruence classes of) the configurations reachable from c0 via
the STOKLAIM transition relation. Λ is the set of labels of the transitions; such labels are pairs of the form (γ, r). The
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first component γ is an element of the set I ×A, where A is the set of ground actions, constructed according to the
grammar below:
A ::= n(I) | o( EF, I) | i( EF, I) | r( EF, I) | e(P, I)
for an output, input, read, eval, and newloc actions, respectively. The tuple parameters F are defined as follows:
F ::= P | l | v.
The first component of γ is the address of the site where the action is executed, while the second component provides
complete information on the action. For instance, (i1, o(v, i2)) represents the uploading of value v from site i1 to site
i2. The second component of the label of a transition is used in the mapping of the LTS to its associated CTMC. The
transition relation −→ is defined in such a way that c γ,r−−→ c′ if and only if there exists c′′ such that c γ,r⇒ c′′ and
c′ = (rep c′′). The formal definition of LTS(β0, N0, ED) follows:
Definition 1. For STOKLAIM specification S = (β0, N0, ED), LTS(S) is the tuple (C,Λ,−→, c0), where
• c0 def= (rep ((AdrS), (LocS), N0)), is the initial state;
• C def= (RDer c0) is the set of states;
• c, (γ, r), c′ ∈ −→ if and only if there exists c′′ such that c γ,r⇒ c′′ and c′ = (rep c′′);
• Λ def= {(γ, r) | ∃c, c′ ∈ C. (c, (γ, r), c′) ∈ −→} ⊆ ((I ×A)×R)) is the label-set.
We let c γ,r−−→ c′ denote (c, (γ, r), c′) ∈ −→. In the sequel, we will consider only STOKLAIM specifications with a
finite LTS. It is worth pointing out here that moreover, the guardedness of process instantiation guarantees branching
finiteness of the LTS generated from STOKLAIM specifications.2
The translation of the LTS of a STOKLAIM specification to a CTMC is fairly simple. Basically, rate-names
need to be turned into rates. This entails that whenever c γ,r−−→ c′ and c γ,r ′−−−→ c′, a single γ -labelled transition from
configuration c to c′ should be obtained with rate (β0 r)+(β0 r ′). In practice, we map LTSs to action-labelled CTMCs
(AMCs), defined below:
Definition 2. An action-labelled CTMC (AMC) A is a triple (S,ACT, −→) where S is a set of states, ACT is a set of
actions, and −→ is the transition function, which is a total function from S×ACT× S to the set of non-negative real
numbers R≥0.
We use the notation s γ,λ−−→ s′ whenever the transition function yields a positive value λ on (s, γ, s′). Transition
s γ,λ−−→ s′ intuitively means that the AMC may evolve from state s to s′ while performing action γ with an execution
time determined by an exponential distribution with rate λ. State exit rates and state transition probabilities are defined
as expected:
Definition 3. For AMC A (S,ACT, −→), s, s′ ∈ S and γ ∈ ACT, the exit rate of s, EA(s), and the probability of
moving from s to s′ while performing action γ , PA(s, γ, s′), are defined as follows:
EA(s)
def=
∑
s γ,λ−−→ s′
λ
PA(s, γ, s′)
def=
{
λ
EA(s) if there exists λ > 0 such that s
γ,λ−−→ s′
0 otherwise.
The finiteness of the AMC implies that EA(s) and PA(s, γ, s′) are well defined.
The following definition characterises the AMC associated to a STOKLAIM specification.
Definition 4. For STOKLAIM specification (β0, N0, ED) with finite LTS (C,Λ, −→, c0), let AMC(β0, N0, ED) def=
(S,ACT, −→) with:
2 There are several ways for assuring finiteness of transition systems obtained from process algebras; see, e.g., [24]. We will not dwell further
upon this issue here.
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Table 2
Process definitions for the DMS
Boot ∆= (newloc(!x), d1).(newloc(!y), d2).Boot1(x, y)
Boot1(!z, !w) ∆= (out(GO)@z, d3).(out(AF)@z, d3).
(out(BF)@w, d3).Boot2(z, w)
Boot2(!v, !t) ∆= (eval(∗Srv(v, t))@v, d4).(eval(∗Usr(v))@v, d4).nil
Usr(!l) ∆= (busy(urun)).UsrReq(l)
UsrReq(!l) ∆= (in(GO)@l, ur).UsrAct(l)
UsrAct(!l) ∆= (out(S1)@l, urs1).Usr(l) +
(out(S2)@l, urs2).Usr(l)
Srv(!l, !r) ∆= (in(S1)@l, rs1).SrvAct1(l, r) +
(in(S2)@l, rs2).SrvAct2(l, r)
SrvAct1(!l, !r) ∆= (eval(Agt1(l))@l, sa1).Srv(l, r)
SrvAct2(!l, !r) ∆= (eval(Agt2(l, r))@l, sa2).Srv(l, r)
SrvGo(!l) ∆= (out(GO)@l, sg).nil
Agt1(!l) ∆= (in(AF)@l, gr1).Agt1Run(l)
Agt1Run(!l) ∆= (busy(a1run)).Agt1Done(l)
Agt1Done(!l) ∆= (out(AF)@l, a1done).SrvGo(l)
Agt2(!l, !r) ∆= (in(AF)@l, gr2).Agt2Run(l, r)
Agt2Run(!l, !r) ∆= (busy(a2runl)).Agt2Donel(l, r)
Agt2Donel(!l, !r) ∆= (out(AF)@l, a2donel).Agt2GetRs(l, r)
Agt2GetRs(!l, !r) ∆= (in(BF)@r, a2gr).Amr(l, r)
Amr(!l, !r) ∆= (eval(Agt2r(l, r))@r, amr).nil
Agt2r(!l, !r) ∆= (busy(a2runr)).Agt2Doner(l, r)
Agt2Doner(!l, !r) ∆= (out(BF)@r, a2doner).SrvGo(l)
• S def= C
• ACT def= {γ ∈ I ×A | ∃c, c′, r. c γ,r−−→ c′}
• s γ,λ−−→ s′ if and only if 0 < λ =
∑
s γ,r−−→ s′
(β0 r).
For STOKLAIM specification (β0, N0, ED), the underlying AMC has a unique initial distribution, viz. the one in which
probability one is associated with the configuration corresponding to N0, and zero with any other state.
We finally point out here that, in practice, the only place where β0 plays a role is in the translation of
LTS(β0, N0, ED) to AMC(β0, N0, ED). Consequently, one could alternatively define a STOKLAIM specification as a
pair (N0, ED). This approach would be beneficial if one wants the actual rates depend on parameters other than just
rate-names, like, for instance, the actual site addresses or data values involved in actions. All this information is
obviously known only after the LTS has been computed. Since in the present paper rates depend only on rate-names,
and rate-names are part of the specification, we defined a STOKLAIM specification as a triple.
We close this section with the complete set of process definitions for the DMS example, which are given in Table 2.
User requests for services are modelled by process Usr. This process repeatedly alternates between issuing a request
for a service and being busy with other activities. In order to request a service, the user needs to obtain permission by
means of a token GO, after which the user can issue a S1-type or S2-type request by placing the appropriate token on
site A, referred to via locality l.
For each service request, the dispatcher process Srv spawns a specific agent on site A that will take care of serving
it. This means that the agent needs to obtain the necessary resources, i.e. token AF for local resources and BF for
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remote resources. Note that an agent taking care of an S2-type request, after having completed the local computation,
acquires access to the remote resource, after which it migrates and runs remotely. Migration is modelled as spawn &
die. Each agent terminates as soon as the processing of the request it is in charge of finishes. Before termination, it
frees the resources it has used by reinserting the AF or BF token in the proper site(s) – agents for S2-type requests
release the AF token as soon as they finish their local computation – as well as allowing further user requests to be
issued by releasing the token GO.
We postpone the definition of the rate-mapping to Section 5, where we perform quantitative analysis via stochastic
model-checking. We anticipate here that, in this example, we assume that communications are relatively faster than
the computations by two orders of magnitude. This explicit separation of concerns, i.e. computation duration vs.
communication duration, allows for the investigation of the effect of different assumptions concerning the stochastic
behaviour of service components on the overall service performance.
3. The mobile stochastic logic MOSL+
In order to enable the specification of the performance and dependability properties of STOKLAIM processes, we
propose to use a temporal logic. Given that the basic entities of our calculus are actions, the logic is both action- and
state-based, as opposed to only state-based logics, such as LTL and CTL, and only action-based logics, such as ACTL.
This entails that modal operators such as until are equipped with sets of actions. To be able to refer to the distributed
character of the specified systems, the logic has some constructs to refer to the spatial nature of the system. These
operators are inspired by the logic MoMo [22]. The spatial ingredients are embedded into the (action-based variant of
the) real-time probabilistic logic CSL. This results in a logic with the following key features:
• it is a temporal logic that permits describing the dynamic evolution of the system;
• it is both action- and state-based;
• it is a real-time logic that permits the use of real-time bounds in the logical characterisation of the behaviours of
interest;
• it is a probabilistic logic that permits expressing not only functional properties, but also properties related to
performance and dependability aspects; and, finally
• it is a spatial logic that references the spatial structure of the network for the specification.
We start by presenting the syntax and semantics of MOSL+, and then we consider the more practical issue of model-
checking properties expressed in the logic.
3.1. Syntax
The syntactical definition of the logic makes use of all the basic syntactic categories introduced in Section 2.
Additionally, the set I-var of (physical) address variables, ranged over by z, z′, z1, . . . , is used, and we let ı range
over I ∪ I-var.
3.1.1. Basic state formulae
Basic state formulae are built using a variant of the MOMO consumption (→) and production (←) operators.
Production and consumption operators permit the formalisation of properties concerning the availability of resources
(i.e. located tuples and processes) and system’s reactions to the placement of new resources in a state.
Intuitively, a consumption formula
Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@ı → Φ
holds for a network whenever in the network there exists a process Q running at a node, of site ı , and the “remaining”
network, namely Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)’s context, satisfies Φ. Notice that a process binder !X can be used instead of process
Q( EQ′, E`, Ee) and variable X can occur in Φ. Finally, instead of Q( EQ′, E`, Ee), a process variable X ′ can be used, which
must be instantiated by means of an outer binder !X ′, as we shall see in the sequel. Similarly, formula
〈 EF〉@ı → Φ
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holds whenever a tuple Ef matching EF is stored in a node of site ı , and the “remaining” network satisfies Φ. The
substitution resulting from pattern-matching is used to evaluate Φ. Basically, the consumption operator is a variant of
the tensor operator of the Spatial Logic [10]. The components of the consumption are not restricted to processes, as it
is the case for the tensor operator, and pattern-matching is provided.
With reference to our DMS example, it should be clear that the formula Boot2(a, b)@init → tt (where tt is
the constant true) holds of configuration (3), while configuration (1) does not satisfy it. Similarly, the formula
〈AF〉@A → 〈BF〉@B → tt is satisfied by configuration (3), but not by configuration (1). A typical use of the
consumption operator is counting. For instance, the property “two tuples, matching Ef , are available at i” is formalised
as:
〈 Ef 〉@i → 〈 Ef 〉@i → tt.
Similarly, one can guarantee that “there are at least three instances of process Q, two of which at site i1 and the third
one at site i2”:
Q@i1→ Q@i2→ Q@i1→ tt.
A production formula
Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@ı ← Φ
holds if the network satisfies Φ whenever process Q( EQ′, E`, Ee) is executed at (a node of) an existing site ı . Also, in this
case a process variable X can be used instead (but not a binder). Similarly, the formula
〈 Ef 〉@ı ← Φ
holds if the network satisfies Φ whenever tuple Ef is stored in a node of existing site ı . The production operator
resembles the linear implication associated to the tensor of [10]. Production formulae are very useful for context-
system specifications. For instance, given a net N , one could be interested in studying the reaction of the system if a
certain process Q is put in execution at site i of N , and in particular one may want to prove that the net still satisfies
a certain property Φ, when Q is executed. This can be done by checking whether N satisfies Q@i ← Φ. It is worth
pointing out here that the property is checked over net N ; in other words, the modeller does not need to modify the
model, i.e. N , by adding Q, which is used in the formula only. This is the essence of context-verification.
In the case of DMS, productions can be used for specifying how the system reacts to a new service request. For
instance, 〈S2〉@A← Φ holds when Φ is satisfied after a S2-type service request is received. For instance, Φ could be
used for specifying that a “S2-type service execution is completed within t time units with probability that is at least
q”.
We can summarise the grammar for basic state formulae as follows:
ℵ ::= PTF@ı → Φ | 〈 EF〉@ı → Φ | Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@ı ← Φ | 〈 Ef 〉@ı ← Φ
where process template fields PTF are defined according to the following grammar:
PTF ::= Q( EQ′, E`, Ee) | !X.
We use the following abbreviations: PTF@ı for PTF@ı → tt and 〈 EF〉@ı for 〈 EF〉@ı → tt. Recall that ı is either
a physical address or an address variable. These variables are assigned values by means of pattern-matching against
actual actions. Localities – in contrast to the modelling language – are not used for identifying sites in the logic. This
is due to the fact that localities have a local connotation (which is resolved by local allocation environments), while at
the property specification level one has a global view of the entire network. Like address variables, process variables
occurring in the process template field under the scope of a binder introduced in action specifiers are also assigned
values by means of pattern-matching action specifiers against actual actions.
3.1.2. Action specifiers and action sets
As in the branching-time temporal logic CTL, and also in MOSL+ we distinguish between two classes of formulae,
namely, state formulae Φ,Φ′,Φ1, . . . and path formulae ϕ, ϕ′, ϕ1, . . . . As we deal with a combined state- and action-
based model, it is useful to be able to refer to these actions in the logic, in much the same vein as in action-based
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CTL [23]. In fact, the actions are specified by sets of action specifiers. For action specifier ξi , sets of action specifiers
are built using the grammar:
∆ ::= > | {} | {ξ1, . . . , ξn}.
Here, > stands for “any set” and can be used when no requirement on actions is imposed. A set of action specifiers
is satisfied by an action if the latter satisfies at least one of the elements of the set. Action specifiers are a kind of
template for actions. They have the following shape:
ξ ::= g : N(g) | g : O( EF, g) | g : I( EF, g) | g : R( EF, g) | g : E(PTF, g)
where g is an address template, i.e., g is either of the form ι or !z. The action specifier init : O(GO, A), is satisfied only
by action (init, o(GO, A)). As we have seen in Section 2, the occurrence of this action models the uploading of value
GO to site A by a process at site init. Action specifiers may contain binders that bind their variables to corresponding
values in actions in the path; e.g., the action specifier !z1 : O(GO, !z2) is satisfied by any action, executed at some
site, which uploads value GO to some site. This action specifier is satisfied, e.g. by action (init, o(GO, A)). Action
specifiers and their matching to actions generate substitutions in a natural way. The meanings of the other action
specifiers are now self-explanatory.
3.1.3. Path formulae
The basic format of a path formula is the CTL until formula Φ U Ψ . In order to be able to refer also to actions
executed along a path, we in fact use the variant of the until operator as originally proposed in action-based CTL [23].
To that end, the until-operator is parameterised with two action sets. A path satisfies Φ ∆UΩ Ψ whenever (eventually)
a state satisfying Ψ – in the sequel, a Ψ -state – is reached via a Φ-path – i.e. a path composed only of Φ-states –
and, in addition, while evolving between Φ states, actions are performed satisfying ∆, and the Ψ -state is entered via
an action satisfying Ω . Finally, we add a time constraint to path formulae. This is done by adding time parameter
t – in much the same way as in timed CTL [1] – which is either a real number or may be infinite. In addition to
the requirements described just above, it is now imposed that a Ψ -state should be reached within t time units. If
t = ∞, this time constraint is vacuously true, and the until of action-based CTL is obtained. Similarly, a path satisfies
Φ ∆U<t Ψ if the initial state satisfies Ψ (at time 0) or eventually a Ψ state will be reached in the path, by time t
via a Φ-path, and, in addition, while evolving between Φ-states, actions are performed satisfying∆. Accordingly, the
syntax of path formulae is:
ϕ ::= Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ | Φ ∆U<t Ψ .
Note that the only difference between the two until-operators is the absence or presence of the right-hand subscript,
i.e., the action set specifying the constraints on the action which must be executed for entering the Ψ -state. We
emphasise that Φ ∆U<t Ψ is not equivalent to Φ ∆U<t> Ψ , because the latter formula requires that at least one
transition is performed to reach a Ψ state, whereas this is not required in the former. The precise difference between
the two until-formulae will become apparent when defining the semantics (cf. Section 3.2). Finally, notice that the
above interpretation of the until-operators adheres to the standard interpretation of temporal logics. As we have seen,
this entails that a formula Φ ∆U<t Ψ holds for a path whenever, e.g., the initial state satisfies Ψ . This should not be
confused with “first passage” (and is also not meant to model this) where a transition into a Ψ -state is needed.
It should be easy to see that there is a computation in our running example starting from configuration (1) in
Section 2.1 satisfying the formula
tt >U<∞init:O(GO,A) tt
stating that eventually the tokenGOwill be uploaded to site A from site init. Notice that the formula tt >U<tinit:O(GO,A) tt,
which also requires the action to be completed by time t , is substantially different from the following formula
tt >U<t> 〈GO〉@A which only states that GO must be present as the stored value at site A by time t (after at least
one transition).
Obviously, variables may occur in formulae and are replaced by the associated values via the substitutions generated
by action specifier pattern-matching. For example, tt >U<∞i1:N(!z) nil@z states that a new node (referred to as) z is
eventually going to be created from site i1 and the nil process will be “running” there.
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3.1.4. State formulae
Properties about states are formulated as state formulae. Basically, there are three categories of state formulae.
The first category includes formulae in propositional logic, where the atomic propositions are tt and the basic state
formulae introduced in Section 3.1.1. The second category includes statements about the likelihood of paths satisfying
a property. Finally there are the so-called long-run properties. Of course, in general, a formula can be composed of
sub-formulae of different categories. Let us be a bit more precise about the probabilistic path properties. Let ϕ be a
property imposed on paths. State s satisfies the property PFGp(ϕ) whenever the total probability mass for all paths
starting in s that satisfy ϕ meets the bound FG p. Here, FG is a binary comparison operator from the set {<,>,≤,≥},
and p a probability in [0, 1]. For instance, the property P>0.99(legal >U<31.2> goal) states that the probability to reach
a goal state within 31.2 time units, via a path of legal states only, and with at least one transition, exceeds 0.99. Here,
both the actions taken to move between legal states and the one for entering the goal state are irrelevant, as indicated
by the action set >. The following formula refers to the DMS model and states that if, in the current state, there is a
request for a S2-type service placed on site A, the probability that this request gets served within 72, 04 time-units is
at least 0.85 (the shorthand Φ ⇒ Ψ for ¬Φ ∨Ψ has been used):
〈S2〉@A⇒ P≥0.85(tt >U<72,04{A:I(S2,A)} tt).
Long-run properties refer to the system when it has reached equilibrium. Under the assumption that the CTMC is
finite, such an equilibrium will always exist [34]. A state s satisfies SFGp(Φ) if, when starting from s, the probability
of reaching a state which satisfies Φ in the long run FG p. For instance, the formula
S≥0.2(〈AF〉@A)
states that, in the long run, the probability of finding the local resource free is at least 0.2. Interesting complex
properties can be built by means of nesting the above operators. For instance, the following formula states that, in
equilibrium, the probability is at least 0.87 that in at least 75% of the cases a S1-type request is placed at site A within
500 time units:
S≥0.87(P≥0.75(tt >U<500{!z:O(S1,A)} tt)).
In summary, state-formulae are built according to the grammar:
Φ ::= tt | ℵ | ¬Φ | Φ ∨ Φ | PFGp(ϕ) | SFGp(Φ).
3.2. Semantics
Paths play a central role in the formal definition of the semantics of MOSL+. They are defined below:
Definition 5. Let A = (S,ACT, −→) be an action-labelled CTMC. A path pi of A is a sequence
s0 (γ0, t0) s1 (γ1, t1) . . .
such that the following two conditions hold:
• s j ∈ S, γ j ∈ ACT, t j ∈ R>0 and s j γ j ,λ−−−→ s j+1 for some λ > 0, for all j ≥ 0;
• pi is maximal, i.e. either it is infinite or there exists natural number l such that sl is absorbing (i.e. there are no s, γ ,
and λ s.t. sl
γ,λ−−→ s).
Five path operators which will be used in the sequel are defined in Table 3. They are len(pi), giving the length of
the path as the number of transitions it contains; st(pi, j), giving the j th state in the path pi ; ac(pi, j), giving the label
of the j th transition in the path; dl(pi, j), giving the actual delay of the j th transition if it exists in the path; pi(t),
giving the state reached in the path after t time units passed. For any state s of an AMC A, we let PathsA(s) denote
the set of all paths s0(γ0, t0)s1(γ1, t1) . . . over A with s0 = s. A Borel space can be defined over PathsA(s), together
with its associated probability measure P, which is a slight extension of that defined in [5] in order to take actions into
consideration [19].
In the rest of the present paper, we assume formulae are well-formed w.r.t. a given STOKLAIM specification
(β0, N0, ED). Basically, a well-formed formula should not contain free variables, except those for which there is
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Table 3
Operators on paths
For path pi = s0 (γ0, t0) s1 (γ1, t1) . . . , natural number j and t ∈ R≥0:
len(pi) def=
{∞ if pi is infinite
l otherwise , where sl is the absorbing state of pi
st(pi, j) def=
{
s j if 0 ≤ j ≤ len(pi)
undefined otherwise
ac(pi, j) def=
{
γ j if 0 ≤ j < len(pi)
undefined otherwise
dl(pi, j) def=

t j if 0 ≤ j < len(pi)
∞ if j = len(pi)
undefined otherwise
pi(t) def=
{
st(pi, len(pi)) if t >
∑len(pi)−1
j=0 t j
st(pi,m) otherwise, wherem = min{ j | t ≤ ∑ jk=0 tk }.
a defining equation in ED. Notice that action specifiers may introduce binding occurrences of variables: all free
occurrences of a variable in Ψ are bound in Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ by a binder with the same name introduced in an action
specifier which is element of set Ω . The formal definition of well-formedness can be found in [18].
3.2.1. Satisfaction relation
The following definition postulates when a STOKLAIM specification satisfies an MOSL+ formula.
Definition 6. A STOKLAIM specification (β0, N0, ED) satisfies a state-formula Φ, written (β0, N0, ED) |HSK Φ if and
only if s0 |HA Φ, where s0 is the state of A = AMC(β0, N0, ED) corresponding to the initial state c0 of the LTS of
(β0, N0, ED), as defined in Definition 4, and |HA is defined in Table 5.
In the following sections, we will discuss the satisfaction relation |HA for state formulae and path formulae. The latter
will need the satisfaction relation defined for action specifiers as well.
3.2.2. State formulae
The satisfaction relation for state-formulae exploits pattern-matching. To that end, the definition of function match
given in [17] must be extended in order to cover addresses; the complete definition is given in Table 4. There we use
Θ to denote a substitution [d1/w1 . . . dn/wn], with wi 6= w j for i 6= j , which replaces w j by d j for 0 < j ≤ n. Let
[] denote the empty substitution and, w.l.o.g, for substitution Θ1:
[d1/w1, . . . , dn/wn, d ′1/w′1, . . . , d ′m/w′m]
and substitution Θ2:
[d ′′1 /w′1, . . . , d ′′m/w′m, d ′′m+1/w′m+1, . . . , d ′′m+h/w′m+h]
with {w′m+1, . . . , w′m+h} ∩ {w1, . . . , wn} = ∅, let Θ1 G Θ2 be the substitution:
[d1/w1, . . . , dn/wn, d ′′1 /w′1, . . . , d ′′m/w′m, d ′′m+1/w′m+1, . . . , d ′′m+h/w′m+h].
Function match is a partial function which returns the substitution generated by matching its first argument, a template,
against its second one, a tuple, when such a matching is successful.
Table 5 gives the definition of the satisfaction relation for MOSL+ formulae. For deciding whether a state s satisfies
formula SFGp(Φ), the limit for t → ∞ of the probability mass of the set of all those paths pi starting from s and
satisfying Φ at time t (i.e. pi(t) |HA Φ) must be computed and it must be checked whether it respects bound FG p.
Notice that such a limit always exists for finite CTMCs [34]. State s satisfies PFGp(ϕ) if the probability mass of the set
of paths in A which satisfy ϕ is FG p.
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Table 4
Matching function
match(l, l) def= [] match(v, v) def= []
match(!X, P{ρ}) def= [P{ρ}/X ] match(!u, l) def= [l/u] match(!x, v) def= [v/x]
match( EF1, Ef1) = Θ1 match( EF2, Ef2) = Θ2 match( EF3, Ef3) = Θ3
match(Q( EF1, EF2, EF3), Q( Ef1, Ef2, Ef3)) def= Θ1 GΘ2 GΘ3
match(F1, f ′1) = Θ1 . . . match(Fn , f ′n) = Θn
match((F1, . . . , Fn), ( f ′1, . . . , f ′n))
def= Θ1 G · · · GΘn
match(i, i) def= [] match(!z, i) def= [i/z]
match(g1, i1) = Θ1 match( EF, Ef ) = Θ2 match(g2, i2) = Θ3
match(g1 : O( EF, g2), (i1, o( Ef , i2))) def= Θ1 GΘ2 GΘ3
match(g1, i1) = Θ1 match( EF, Ef ) = Θ2 match(g2, i2) = Θ3
match(g1 : I( EF, g2), (i1, i( Ef , i2))) def= Θ1 GΘ2 GΘ3
match(g1, i1) = Θ1 match( EF, Ef ) = Θ2 match(g2, i2) = Θ3
match(g1 : R( EF, g2), (i1, r( Ef , i2))) def= Θ1 GΘ2 GΘ3
match(g1, i1) = Θ1 match(F, P) = Θ2 match(g2, i2) = Θ3
match(g1 : E(PTF, g2), (i1, e(P, i2))) def= Θ1 GΘ2 GΘ3
match(g1, i1) = Θ1 match(g2, i2) = Θ2
match(g1 : N(g2), (i1,n(i2))) def= Θ1 GΘ2
Table 5
Satisfaction relation for state formulae
s |HAtt
s |HA¬Φ iff s |H Φ does not hold
s |HAΦ ∨ Ψ iff s |HA Φ or s |HA Ψ
s |HASFGp(Φ) iff limt→∞ P{pi ∈ PathsA(s) | pi(t) |HA Φ} FG p
s |HAPFGp(ϕ) iff P{pi ∈ PathsA(s) | pi |HA ϕ} FG p
s |HAPTF@i → Ψ iff there exist N , ρ, P , and Θ s.t. the following three
conditions hold:
(1) Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ P
(2) match(PTF, P) = Θ
(3) (β0, N , ED) |HSK ΨΘ
s |HA〈 EF〉@i → Ψ iff there exist N , ρ, Ef , and Θ s.t. the following three
conditions hold:
(1) Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ 〈 Ef 〉
(2) match( EF, Ef ) = Θ
(3) (β0, N , ED) |HSK ΨΘ
s |HAQ( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ iff there exist N , E , and ρ s.t. the following two
conditions hold:
(1) Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ E
(2) (β0, Ns || i ::ρ Q( EQ′, E`, Ee), ED) |HSK Ψ
s |HA〈 Ef 〉@i ← Ψ iff there exist N , E , and ρ s.t. the following two
conditions hold:
(1) Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ E
(2) (β0, Ns || i ::ρ 〈 Ef 〉, ED) |HSK Ψ
In order for a state s to satisfy PTF@i → Ψ , its network component must contain a node i ::ρ P , for
some allocation environment ρ and process P which is matched by the process template field PTF; moreover, (the
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Table 6
Satisfaction relation for action specifiers
γ,Θ |HA>
γ,Θ |HA{ξ1, . . . , ξn} iff there exists j , 0 < j ≤ n, s.t. γ,Θ |HA ξ j
γ,Θ |HAξ iff match(ξ, γ ) = Θ
STOKLAIM specification consisting of) the remaining network must satisfy Ψ , under the substitution generated by
the pattern-matching.
The definition of the satisfaction relation for consumption formulae involving tuples is similar. In order for a state
s to satisfy Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ , it is required that i is the address of an existing site in Ns ; moreover Ns extended
with the node i ::ρ Q( EQ′, E`, Ee) must satisfy Ψ .
The definition of the satisfaction relation for the other kinds of state formulae is straightforward.
3.2.3. Sets of action specifiers
Table 6 gives the definition of the satisfaction relation for action specifiers and sets thereof. The concept behind the
definition of the satisfaction relation for action specifiers is that an action γ satisfies an action specifier ξ if and only
if the action matches the specifier, in which case a substitution is generated. Consequently, the satisfaction relation is
defined over (action, substitution)-pairs and specifiers, and then extended to sets of action specifiers.
3.2.4. Path formulae
The definition of the satisfaction relation for path formulae, given in Table 7, formalises the meaning of the until
operators, as discussed in Section 3.1.3. Notice that in the definition of Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ , the only substitution which is
used for replacing variables with values is the one generated by the matching of the action of the last transition before
the Ψ -state, and (an action specifier in) Ω ; namely Θk−1. The bindings of all the previous, intermediate, substitutions
are discarded. In this way, no counting or stack capability is included in the logic. Similar considerations apply to the
simplified form of until, where all substitutions are indeed discarded Notice that, in this case also, the use of binders
does make sense since they can be used as don’t care placeholders.
3.2.5. Derived operators
Some frequently used operators can be derived from those of MOSL+. The first set of derived operators, given on
the left-hand-side of Table 8, shows how the standard until-operators from both action-based CTL and plain CTL are
obtained, the next operator, and the modalities from Hennessy–Milner logic. The second set, given on the right-hand-
side of the table, includes the eventually (♦) and always () operators.
4. Model checking MOSL+
In this section, we present a strategy for model checking MOSL+ formulae against STOKLAIM models. We
introduce an algorithm that given a finite AMC (S,ACT, −→) generated from a STOKLAIM specification (β0, N0, ED),
and a MOSL+ formula Φ, yields the states in S satisfying Φ.
Following a similar approach as that proposed in [29], model-checking of AMCs is performed by using a CSL
model checker. In fact, the AMC to be model-checked is translated into an equivalent – in a sense which will be made
clear in the sequel – state-labelled CTMC that can be analysed by making use of existing (state-based) CSL model
checkers. In [18], we used a different approach, namely we translated (a fragment of) MOSL to aCSL, an action-based
version of CSL, and we used an experimental version of the ETMCC model-checker which allows for action-based
stochastic model-checking [19,18]. We stress here the fact that the MOSL to aCSL translation of [18] is not able to
treat all forms of variable bindings, but its complexity is linear in both the size of the formula and the size of the AMC.
The approach presented in the present paper covers the full logic MOSL+, including the consumption and production
operators and variable binding. However, as we will see, this comes at a potentially higher cost.
In the following, we first provide some auxiliary notions, after which we define the MOSL+ model-checking
algorithm and prove its correctness. In the rest of this section, given that the set of states of AMC(β0, N0, ED) coincides
with that of the LTS of (β0, N0, ED), we will use the words ‘configuration’ and ‘state’ as synonyms.
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Table 7
Satisfaction relation for path formulae
pi |HAΦ ∆U<tΩ Ψ iff there exists k, 0 < k ≤ (lenpi) s.t. the following three
conditions hold:
(1) t >
∑k−1
j=0 dl(pi, j)
(2) there exists Θk−1 s.t. the following three conditions hold:
(2.1) st(pi, k − 1) |HA Φ
(2.2) ac(pi, k − 1),Θk−1 |HA Ω
(2.3) st(pi, k) |HA ΨΘk−1
(3) if k > 1 then there exist Θ0, . . . ,Θk−2 s.t.
for all j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 2 the following two conditions hold:
(3.1) st(pi, j) |HA Φ
(3.2) ac(pi, j),Θ j |HA ∆
pi |HAΦ ∆U<t Ψ iff st(pi, 0) |HA Ψ or
there exists k, 0 < k ≤ (lenpi) s.t. the following three
conditions hold:
(1) t >
∑k−1
j=0 dl(pi, j)
(2) st(pi, k) |HA Ψ
(3) there exist Θ0, . . . ,Θk−1 s.t.
for all j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 the following two conditions hold:
(3.1) st(pi, j) |HA Φ
(3.2) ac(pi, j),Θ j |HA ∆
Table 8
Derived operators
Φ ∆UΩ Ψ
def= Φ ∆U<∞Ω Ψ
Φ U Ψ def= Φ >U Ψ
X<t∆ Φ
def= tt ∅U<t∆ Φ
〈∆〉Φ def= P>0(X∆ Φ)
[∆]Φ def= ¬〈∆〉¬Φ
PFGp(∆♦<t∆′ Φ)
def= PFGp(tt ∆U<t∆′ Φ)
PFGp(∆<t∆′ Φ)
def= ¬PFGp(∆♦<t∆′ ¬Φ)
PFGp(∆♦<t Φ)
def= PFGp(tt ∆U<t Φ)
PFGp(∆<t Φ)
def= ¬PFGp(∆♦<t ¬Φ)
In the definition of the model-checking algorithm, we will often have to manipulate the input AMC obtained
from an STOKLAIM specification, in particular when dealing with the production and consumption operators of the
logic. The results of such manipulations may be AMCs which cannot be obtained from any particular STOKLAIM
specification alone, but are obtained from a set of representative configurations by means of the STOKLAIM reduction
rules and congruence laws. Therefore, we first extend Definition 4 in order to obtain an AMC not only from a single
specification, but also from a set of representatives.
Let sets I,R, A and RepCnf be the sets of addresses, rate-names, ground actions and configuration (congruence
classes) representatives, as introduced in Section 2, together with the STOKLAIM transition relation ⇒ and set RDer.
Definition 7. A set C ⊆ RepCnf is STOKLAIM-closed if and only if whenever c ∈ C and c γ,r⇒ c′, also (rep c′) ∈ C .
It is easy to see that, for any finite set C ⊂ RepCnf, the set (RDer C), defined – with a little bit of overloading – as⋃
c∈C RDer c, is a STOKLAIM-closed set.
Definition 8. For rate-mapping β, C ⊆ RepCnf and process definitions ED, we let AMC(β, S, ED) denote the AMC
A = (S,ACT, −→) such that:
• S = (RDer C)
• ACT = {γ ∈ I ×A | ∃s, s′ ∈ S, r ∈ R. s γ,r⇒ s′}
• s γ,λ−−→ s′ if and only if 0 < λ =
∑
s
γ,r⇒ s′
(β r).
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In the sequel, for AMC(β,C, ED) = A = (S,ACT, −→), and node element E , we say that E is a component of A,
written E  A if and only if there exists s ∈ S, i ∈ Is , N and ρ such that Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ E .
Let N be a net, i an address of a node in N , and E a node element; we let N ⊕ (i, E) be the net obtained from N by
adding element E at existing address i . Similarly, N 	 (i, E) denotes the net obtained from N by removing existing
element E from i . For instance, i ::ρ 〈3〉 	 (i, 〈3〉) = i ::ρ nil, i ::ρ nil⊕ (i, P) = i ::ρ P , while i ::ρ 〈3〉 	 (i, 〈4〉)
and i1 ::ρ P ⊕ (i2, Q) are undefined. The formal definition of ⊕ and 	 follows. N ⊕ (i, E) is defined only if the
argument net N has a node with address i , in which case i ::[self→i] E is added to N with address i and with the
minimal allocation environment [self → i]. We take the minimal allocation environment in order not to make any
assumptions on it. The STOKLAIM semantics [17] takes care of the proper aggregation of the allocation environments
of different nodes modelling together a site (i.e. nodes with the same address). The definition of 	 is similar, except
that now a node element is removed from an existing node with address i . Please notice that when a component is
removed, the allocation environment in the corresponding site is not modified; this guarantees that name resolution is
preserved after an element has been removed.
Definition 9. For net N , address i and node element E :
N ⊕ (i, E) def=
{
N || i ::[self→i] E, if N ≡ N ′ || i ::ρ E ′ for some N ′, ρ, E ′
undefined, otherwise
N 	 (i, E) def=
{
N ′ || i ::ρ nil, if N ≡ N ′ || i ::ρ E for some N ′, ρ
undefined, otherwise.
The same operators can be applied to representative configurations. Let c ∈ RepCnf; c⊕ (i, E) and c	 (i, E) denote
the representative configurations obtained from c, by adding or removing node E to/from i , respectively:
Definition 10. For c ∈ RepCnf, C ⊆ RepCnf, address i and node element E :
c ⊕ (i, E) def=
{
(rep c′), if ∃N .N = Nc ⊕ (i, E) and c′ = (Ic ∪ (Adr N ), Lc ∪ (Loc N ), N )
undefined, otherwise
c 	 (i, E) def=
{
(rep c′), if ∃N .N = Nc 	 (i, E) and c′ = (Ic ∪ (Adr N ), Lc ∪ (Loc N ), N )
undefined, otherwise.
The above operators are lifted to sets of representative configurations as follows:
C ⊕ (i, E) def= {c ⊕ (i, E) | c ∈ C}
C 	 (i, E) def= {c 	 (i, E) | c ∈ C}.
Similar operators can be defined for AMC(β,C, ED).
Definition 11. LetAMC(β,C, ED) = (S,ACT, −→),AMC(β,C, ED)⊕ (i, E) andAMC(β,C, ED)	 (i, E) are defined
as follows:
AMC(β,C, ED) ⊕ (i, E) = AMC(β, S ⊕ (i, E), ED)
AMC(β,C, ED) 	 (i, E) = AMC(β, S 	 (i, E), ED).
It is important to point out here that A ⊕ (i, E) may be infinite even if A is finite, because node element E could
in principle be an infinite process, like, e.g. OL where OL ∆= (out(〈v〉)@self, r).OL . We underline that the results
shown in the rest of the present section, and in particular the (termination and) correctness of the model-checking
algorithm, are valid only under the assumption that all intermediate AMCs computed by the model-checking algorithm
using 	 and ⊕ are finite.
On the basis of the above defined operators, we define an alternative characterisation of the satisfaction relation for
production and consumption formulae as follows, where A = AMC(β,C, ED) for some β, C , and ED:
Definition 12.
• s |HA PTF@i → Ψ if and only if there exists P  A such that match(PTF, P) = Θ and s 	 (i, P) |HA	(i,P) ΨΘ
• s |HA EF@i → Ψ if and only if there exists Ef  A such that match( EF, Ef ) = Θ and s 	 (i, Ef ) |HA	(i, Ef ) ΨΘ
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• s |HA Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ if and only if s ⊕ (i, Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)) |HA⊕(i,Q( EQ′, E`,Ee)) Ψ
• s |HA Ef@i ← Ψ if and only if s ⊕ (i, Ef ) |HA⊕(i, Ef ) Ψ .
In order to perform model-checking of a finite AMC A, we translate A into a finite, state-labelled, CTMC, which
can be analysed using existing stochastic model-checkers. The states of such CTMC will contain information which
will be used by the model-checking algorithm; consequently, the CTMCs we consider are essentially state-labelled
ones, where the labelling function is implicit. We first recall the definition of (finite) CTMC.
Definition 13. A finite CTMC M is a tuple pair (S,R) with S a finite set of states and R the rate matrix, i.e. a total
function in S × S→ R≥0.
A CTMC can be viewed as an AMC where each transition label consists of the transition rate only. Hence,
Definitions 3 and 5 can be easily extended to cover CTMCs.
We use a similar mapping from AMCs to CTMCs as in [29] which essentially moves action labels from transitions
to the states that those transitions are pointing to. For each state s in the source AMC, and for each transition pointing
to s labelled by an action, say a, and a rate, say λ, a distinct duplicate of s, labelled by a, with incoming transition
labelled by λ is created in the target CTMC. Moreover, in order to consider the first transition delay correctly, one
additional ⊥-labelled duplicate is added for s. The outgoing transitions of these duplicate states have the same targets
and same rates as those of the original state. This means that, by construction, all copies of state s in the target CTMC
are strong Markovian bisimilar and therefore enjoy the same transient and steady state properties [29]. The translation
is formally defined as follows, where A = AMC(β,C, ED) for some β, C , and ED:
Definition 14. For finite AMC A = (S,ACT, −→) let K(A) be the CTMC (S′,R) such that:
• S′ def= {(s, γ ) | s ∈ S ∧ ∃s′ ∈ S, λ > 0. s′ γ,λ−−→ s} ∪ {(s,⊥) | s ∈ S}
• R((s′, γ ′), (s, γ )) def=
{
λ if ∃λ. s′ γ,λ−−→ s
0 otherwise.
Notice that, for each path pi = s0(γ0, t0)s1(γ1, t1)s2 . . . of AMC A, there is a unique path K(pi) def=
(s0,⊥)t0(s1, γ0)t1(s2, γ1) . . . in K(A). For set X of paths in A, we let K(X) denote the set {K(pi) | pi ∈ X}.
Furthermore, our model-checking algorithm relies on the functions until and steady defined as follows:
Definition 15. For CTMCM = (S,R), S1, S2 ⊆ S, t ∈ R≥0, p ∈ [0, 1], and FG∈ {<,>,≤,≥}:
until(FG, p, t, S1, S2,M) def= {s ∈ S | P{pi ∈ Paths(s) | ∃t ′ < t.pi(t ′) ∈ S2 and ∀t ′′ < t ′.pi(t ′′) ∈ S1} FG p}
steady(FG, p, S1,M) def= {s ∈ S | limt→∞P{pi ∈ Paths(s) | pi(t) ∈ S1} FG p}.
Please notice that both until and steady can be computed using a CSL model checker when interpreting the sets S1
and S2 as the sets of states that satisfy the sub-formulae occurring in the until and steady state formulae.
We now introduce some lemmas that we will use later for proving the soundness and completeness of the proposed
model checker. Their proofs are the same as those of analogous lemmas in [29], and they state a number of important
relationships between the finite STOKLAIM AMC and the CTMCs which they are mapped to.
Lemma 16. For AMC A = (S,ACT, −→), s, s′ ∈ S the following three statements hold:
• pi ∈ PathsA(s) if and only if K(pi) ∈ PathsK(A)((s,⊥));
• for all x ∈ ACT ∪ {⊥}, EA(s) = EK(A)(s, x);
• for all x, γ ∈ ACT ∪ {⊥}, PA(s, γ, s′) = PK(A)((s, x), (s′, γ )).
The first statement says that there is a one-to-one correspondence between paths in A starting in s and those in
K(A) starting in (s,⊥). The second statement relates the total exit rate of states in A to that of corresponding states
in K(A). The third statement says that the probability of moving from state s to s′ with action γ in A is equal to the
probability of moving from state (s, x) to state (s′, γ ) in K(A) for any action x ∈ ACT ∪ {⊥}.
Lemma 17. For AMC A = (S,ACT, −→ ), s ∈ S and measurable set X ⊆ PathsA(s), the following holds:
P{X} = P{K(X)}.
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The above lemma states that corresponding sets of paths in both structures have the same probability mass.
The next lemma states two properties that concern steady state probabilities. The first statement says that the steady
state probability of strong Markovian bisimilar states in K(A) are equal. The second statement says that the steady
state probability of a state s in A is equal to the steady state probability of the state (s,⊥) in the transformed CTMC
K(A). This is due to the construction of K(A).
Lemma 18. For AMC A = (S,ACT, −→), s ∈ S, x, y ∈ ACT ∪ {⊥}, and X ⊆ S, the following holds:
• limt→∞ P{pi ∈ PathsK(A)(s, x) | ∃z. pi(t) = (s′, z) and s′ ∈ X} = limt→∞ P{pi ∈ PathsK(A)(s, y) | ∃z. pi(t) =
(s′, z) and s′ ∈ X}
• limt→∞ P{pi ∈ PathsA(s) | pi(t) ∈ X} = limt→∞ P{pi ∈ PathsK(A)(s,⊥) | ∃z. pi(t) = (s′, z) and s′ ∈ X}.
Proof. It is easy to see that, by construction, paths that start in states that only differ in their action labels are identical
except for the label of their first state, but this does not influence the steady state probability of such set.
Moreover, thanks to Lemmas 16 and 17, we have that for each t :
• P{pi ∈ PathsA(s) | pi(t) ∈ X} = P{pi ∈ PathsK(A)(s,⊥) | ∃z. pi(t) = (s′, z) and s′ ∈ X}. 
4.1. Model-checking algorithm
In this section, a model-checking algorithm is given for MOSL+ which uses functions until and steady, defined
on standard, i.e. non action-based CTMCs. Notice also that the algorithm is able to deal with binding variables in
MOSL+ formulae.
Definition 19. For rate-mapping β, finite C ⊆ RepCnf, process definitions ED,A = (S,ACT, −→) = AMC(β0,C, ED),
and the MOSL+ formula Φ, Sat(Φ,A) returns the set of all states of A which satisfy Φ, and is defined recursively on
the structure of Φ as follows:
• Sat(tt,A) def= S
• Sat(¬Φ,A) def= S \ Sat(Φ,A)
• Sat(Φ ∨ Ψ ,A) def= Sat(Φ,A) ∪ Sat(Ψ ,A)
• Sat(PFGp(Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ),A)
def=
let X = {γ | γ ∈ ACT : ∃Θ .match(γ,∆) = Θ} in
let Y = {(γ,Θ) | γ ∈ ACT : match(γ,Ω) = Θ} in
let S1 = Sat(Φ,A)× (X ∪ {⊥}) in
let S2 =⋃(γ,Θ)∈Y Sat(ΨΘ,A)× {γ } in
{s ∈ S | (s,⊥) ∈ until(FG, p, t, S1, S2,K(A))}
• Sat(PFGp(Φ ∆U<t Ψ),A)
def=
let X = {γ ∈ ACT | ∃Θ .match(γ,∆) = Θ} in
let S1 = Sat(Φ,A)× (X ∪ {⊥}) in
let S2 = Sat(Ψ ,A)× (X ∪ {⊥}) in
{s ∈ S | (s,⊥) ∈ until(FG, p, t, S1, S2,K(A))}
• Sat(SFGp(Φ),A) def=
{s ∈ S | (s,⊥) ∈ steady(FG, p,Sat(Φ,A)× (ACT ∪ {⊥}),K(A))}
• Sat(PTF@i → Ψ ,A) def=
let X = {(P,Θ) | P  A and match(PTF, P) = Θ} in⋃
(P,Θ)∈X
{s ∈ S | s 	 (i, P) ∈ Sat(ΨΘ,A	 (i, P))}
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• Sat(〈 EF〉@i → Ψ ,A) =
let X = {( Ef ,Θ) | Ef  A and match( EF, Ef ) = Θ} in⋃
( Ef ,Θ)∈X
{s ∈ S | s 	 (i, Ef ) ∈ Sat(ΨΘ,A	 (i, Ef ))}
• Sat(P@i ← Ψ ,A) = {s | s ⊕ (i, P) ∈ Sat(Ψ ,A⊕ (i, P))}
• Sat(〈 Ef 〉@i ← Ψ ,A) = {s | s ⊕ (i, Ef ) ∈ Sat(Ψ ,A⊕ (i, Ef ))}.
We briefly address the non-trivial cases of the above definition of Sat(Φ,A).
The set of states in A that satisfy the formula PFGp(Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ) is computed by applying CSL model-checking on
the CTMC K(A) of CSL-until-formula PFGp(α1 U<t α2), where α j is a fresh new atomic proposition labelling all
and only those states belonging to set S j , for j = 1, 2. S1 is computed by taking the set of states in A that satisfy
Φ (applying function Sat(Φ,A) recursively) and pairing these states with those actions that satisfy constraint ∆ (i.e.
set X ). The set S2 is computed in a similar way, but taking also possible bindings into consideration that derive from
the matching of actions with the constraint Ω and that may bind variables in Ψ . This aspect is taken care of by the
recursive application of Sat(ΨΘ,A) on the MOSL+ formula ΨΘ and A.
Computing the set of states satisfying PFGp(Φ ∆U<t Ψ) is similar, but simpler, because there is no constraint on
the actions of those transitions that reach a state that satisfies Ψ .
Computing the set of states satisfying a steady state formula reduces to a simple steady state analysis on the
transformed CTMC, considering those states of the form (s,⊥).
At this point, there are four cases left that concern the consumption and production operators. We first deal with the
consumption operator. We are looking for those states in A that satisfyΨ assuming that we have removed a process P
from a node in A with address i that satisfies the process template field PTF. First, the set X of processes is computed
that appear in A, and that match PTF generating the substitution Θ . Then the set of states satisfying the consumption
formula is the union over those sets of states s such that, given pair (P,Θ) ∈ X , once P is removed from s, the state
satisfies the formula Ψ with substitution Θ in the structure A without P at i . The approach for computing the set of
states satisfying a formula containing the consumption operator for all tuples of data is similar.
The satisfaction of a production formula requires that the satisfaction of formula Ψ is verified on A extended with
process P at address i (if it exists), or tuple f at address i (if it exists).
The correctness of the algorithm is stated by Theorem 20, followed by a formal proof.
Theorem 20. Given STOKLAIM specification (β0, N0, ED) with AMC A = (S,ACT, −→) def= AMC(β0, N0, ED), for
each s ∈ S and MOSL+ formula Φ, s ∈ Sat(Φ,A) if and only if s |HA Φ.
Proof. The proof is given along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 5 in [29]. By induction on the structure of Φ,
where the Induction Hypothesis can be formulated as:
For each β, C ⊆ RepCnf and ED such that A = AMC(β,C, ED), on all MOSL+ formulas Ψ of length smaller than
Φ, it holds that s ∈ Sat(Ψ ,A) iff s |HA Ψ .
Case Φ of:
tt:
trivial, since, for all s ∈ S we have that s |HA tt, by definition of |HA and s ∈ Sat(tt,A), by definition of Sat.


¬Φ and Φ ∨Ψ :
Directly follow from the Induction Hypothesis.


PFGp(Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ):
We define the set Asn(t) of the paths pi in PathsA(s) which satisfy Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ , and such that the n-th state of pi is a
Ψ -state and it is reached by time t via a Ω -transition, while all previous states are Φ-states and only∆-transitions are
performed.
Let:
X = {γ ∈ ACT | ∃Θ .match(γ,∆) = Θ}
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Y = {(γ,Θ) | γ ∈ ACT : match(γ,Ω) = Θ}
S1 = {s | s |HA Φ}
S2 = {(s, γ ) | ∃Θ .(γ,Θ) ∈ Y and s |HA ΨΘ}.
Please notice that X and Y are computable, because ACT is finite; moreover, S1 and S2 are computable using
function Sat, due to the Induction Hypothesis. For any n ≥ 1, s ∈ S and t > 0, we let Asn(t) be the set of paths defined
as follows:
Asn(t)
def=
{
pi ∈ PathsA(s)
∣∣∣∣∣ n−1∑
j=0
dl(pi, j) < t ∧ (st(pi, n),ac(pi, n − 1)) ∈ S2
∧∀0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.st(pi, k) ∈ S1 ∧ ∀0 ≤ k < n − 1.ac(pi, k) ∈ X
}
.
It should be clear, from the construction of Asn(t), that if pi ∈ Asn(t) then pi |HA Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ .
We now define set Bsn(t) denoting the subset of A
s
n(t) consisting of paths that reach a Ψ -state for the first time in
exactly n steps, within t time units, i.e. without performing any transition satisfying both∆ andΩ leading to aΨ -state
in a previous step. In other words, those paths that reach a Ψ -state for the first time exactly at the n-th step.
For any n ≥ 1, s ∈ S and t > 0, we let Bsn(t) be the set of paths defined recursively on n as follows:
Bs1(t)
def= As1(t);
Bsi+1(t)
def= Asi+1(t) \
i⋃
j=1
Bsi (t).
It is easy to see that for all i 6= j , Bsi (t) ∩ Bsj (t) = ∅. This allows for the summation of their probabilities given the
underlying Borel space construction.
Moreover, from the definition of Bsi (t) it follows that if a path pi ∈ PathsA(s) satisfies Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ , then there exists
i such that pi ∈ Bsi (t).
This allows us to compute the probabilities of the paths satisfying the until-formula Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ as the sum of the
probabilities of the paths that reach a Ψ -state for the first time in i steps within time t and for i ∈ N:
P{pi ∈ PathsA(s) | pi |HA Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ} = P
∞⋃
i=0
Bsi (t) =
∞∑
i=0
PBsi (t) (5)
Similarly, for any n ≥ 1, s ∈ S and t > 0 we let Aˆ(s,⊥)n (t) be the set of paths in K(A) defined as follows:
Aˆ(s,⊥)n (t) =
{
pi ∈ PathsK(A)(s,⊥)
∣∣∣∣∣ n−1∑
j=0
dl(pi, j) < t ∧ st(pi, n) ∈ S2
∧∀0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.st(pi, k) ∈ S1 × (X ∪ {⊥})
}
.
Moreover, for any n ≥ 1, s ∈ S and t > 0, we let Bˆ(s,⊥)n (t) be the set of paths defined recursively on n as follows:
Bˆ(s,⊥)1 (t) = Aˆ(s,⊥)1 (t);
Bˆ(s,⊥)i+1 (t) = Aˆ(s,⊥)i+1 (t) \
i⋃
j=1
Bˆ(s,⊥)i (t).
By the construction of Bˆ(s,⊥)i (t), we get
P{pi ∈ Paths(s) | ∃t ′ ≤ t.pi(t ′) ∈ S2 and ∀t ′′ ≤ t ′.pi(t ′′) ∈ S1 × (X ∪ {⊥})}
= P
∞⋃
i=0
Bˆ(s,⊥)i (t) =
∞∑
i=0
PBˆ(s,⊥)i (t) (6)
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It is easy to show that, for all i ≥ 1,
K(Bsi (t)) = Bˆ(s,⊥)i (t). (7)
We can now proceed with the following derivation: s |HA PFGp(Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ)
≡ {Def. of |HA}
P{pi ∈ PathsA(s) | pi |HA ϕ} FG p
≡ {Equation (5) above}∑∞
i=0 PBsi (t) FG p
≡ {Lemma 17}∑∞
i=0 PK(Bsi (t)) FG p
≡ {Equation (7) above}∑∞
i=0 PBˆ
(s,⊥)
i (t) FG p
≡ {Def. of until;Equation (6)}
(s,⊥) ∈ until(FG, p, t, S1 × (X ∪ {⊥}), S2,K(A))
≡ {Def. of Sat}
s ∈ Sat(PFGp(Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ),A)


PFGp(Φ ∆U<t Ψ):
Similar to the case PFGp(Φ ∆U<tΩ Ψ)


SFGp(Φ):
directly from Lemma 18.


PTF@i → Ψ :
s |HA PTF@i → Ψ
≡ {Def. of |HA}
∃N , ρ, P,Θ . Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ P ∧match(PTF, P) = Θ ∧ (β0, N , ED) |HSK ΨΘ
≡ {Def. of 	,}
∃i, P,Θ . P  A ∧match(PTF, P) = Θ ∧ s 	 (i, P) |HA	(i,P) ΨΘ
≡ {Induction Hypothesis}
∃i, P,Θ . P  A ∧match(PTF, P) = Θ ∧ s 	 (i, P) ∈ Sat(ΨΘ,A	 (i, P))
≡ {Def. of Sat}
s ∈ Sat(PTF@i → Ψ ,A)


〈 EF〉@i → Ψ :
Similar to the case PTF@i → Ψ
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Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ :
s |HA Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ
≡ {Def. of |HA}
∃N , E, ρ. Ns ≡ N || i ::ρ E ∧ (β0, Ns || i ::ρ Q( EQ′, E`, Ee), ED) |HSK Ψ
≡ {Def. of ⊕}
∃i. s ⊕ (i, Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)) |HA⊕(i,Q( EQ′, E`,Ee)) Ψ
≡ {Induction Hypothesis}
∃i. s ⊕ (i, Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)) ∈ Sat(Ψ ,A⊕ (i, Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)))
≡ {Def. of Sat}
s ∈ Sat(Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ ,A)


〈 Ef 〉@i ← Ψ :
Similar to the case Q( EQ′, E`, Ee)@i ← Ψ . 
4.2. Time complexity
Let (β0, N0, ED) be an STOKLAIM specification, and A = AMC(β0, N0, ED). If N0 is composed by n processes of
size k, then A will contain O(nk) states. Similarly, to compute A ⊕ (i, E) (respectively A 	 (i, E)) we need, in the
worst case, O(nk) steps.
LetΦ be a MOSL+ formula andA = AMC(β0, N0, ED). To compute Sat(Φ,A), ifΦ does not contain consumption
and production operators, we need (just as for other CSL model checkers) a number of steps that is polynomial in the
size ofA and linear in the length ofΦ. When considering formulae with consumption and production, the computation
of Sat(Φ,A) would need a number of steps polynomial in nk .
To decrease the complexity of the algorithm, we are considering to investigate an on-the-fly approach to stochastic
model checking that could avoid generating all the possible reachable configurations.
4.3. Front-end tool
The proposed algorithm has been implemented in a prototype tool, named SAM, for supporting the analysis of
mobile and distributed systems specified using STOKLAIM. SAM allows one to simulate STOKLAIM specifications
and to generate their reachability graphs. Moreover, the tool permits the verification of whether a STOKLAIM
specification satisfies an MOSL+ formula.
The core of the system, which is implemented in OCAML, consists of two components: stocklaimgraph and
moslmc. The first component permits the analysis of the execution of STOKLAIM programs and generating their
reachability graphs. The second one, after loading an STOKLAIM net and a formula, verifies, by means of one or
more calls to the MRMC model checker, the satisfaction of the formula by the net. MRMC, which is implemented in
C, is used for computing function steady and until defined in Definition 15. OCAML supports a basic mechanism for
interoperability with the C language. This permits OCAML code to call C functions.
5. Analysis of the DMS example
In this section, we show how MOSL+ can be used to specify integrated qualitative and quantitative properties of
(models described by) STOKLAIM specifications. We also give the results of model-checking some such MOSL+
formulae against STOKLAIM models by means of the model-checking algorithm described in Section 4 using SAM
and the MRMC model-checker. We make explicit reference to our DMS running example.
As we pointed out in Section 2, the explicit separation of concerns, computation time vs. communication time,
allows for the investigation of the impact of different assumptions concerning the stochastic behaviour of service
components on the overall service performance.
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Fig. 1. Resource occupation in presence of multiple GO-tokens.
We analysed the DMS example under the assumption that the average duration of all internal computations (of
the user and of the agents in charge of services) is 0.20 time units, while the average duration of communications
is two orders of magnitude shorter, i.e. 0.002 time units. So, our assumption is that the services of the DMS are
computationally heavy, while the communication infrastructure is very efficient. The complete specification of our
DMS example is thus the tuple (β0, N0, ED). The process definitions ED are those given in Table 2; the initial net is
init ::[self→init] Boot, and the rate-mapping β0 is defined as follows:
β0 r
def=
{
5, if r ∈ {urun, a1run, a2runl, a2runr}
500, otherwise.
The rates assigned have been selected only for the purposes of illustrating the analyses, and do not reflect any existing
system.
Fig. 1 shows the resource use of the DMS example under various assumptions on the capability of the system
to pipeline (buffer) the user requests. This can be modelled by varying the number of GO-tokens in the DMS
specification, allowing the user to issue new requests before previous ones have been served; alternatively, this can be
expressed by means of the production operator. The resource use of the local (A) and remote (B) site can be derived
from the long-term probability of states that reflect the presence of the AF and BF tokens in the local and remote
sites respectively. The curves in Fig. 1 show the long term probability of the local resource being free (AF present
at site A), the remote resource being free (BF present at site B), and the system being able to accept user requests
(GO present at site A) for a number of initial GO tokens ranging from 1 to 4. The steady-state probability of the
local resource being free can be easily obtained by model-checking the formula S≥0.2(〈AF〉@A). In fact, the model-
checker, besides returning the set of states which satisfy the formula, provides also the actual probability to be, in the
long run, in a 〈AF〉@A-state, i.e. the probability that, in the long run, the token AF is present at site A. In a similar
way, the long term probabilities related to BF and GO can be computed.
For the DMS system, one could be also interested in studying responsiveness to service requests. For instance, the
following property can be considered: “Whenever a request for an S2-type service is issued at site A while the remote
resource has been continuously free, the probability that the related service is taken care of at site B within time t is
at least p”. This property can be rendered in MOSL+ by the following formula:
Φ ∆= P≤0(〈BF〉@B >U{A:O(S2,A)} ¬P>p(>♦<t{A:E(Agt2r,B)} tt)).
We analysed the system for different values of t and p. The following table contains some possible values of t and p
which guarantee the satisfaction of Φ after the boot phase.
Time (t) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Prob. (p≥) 0.355 0.763 0.912 0.967 0.988
For instance, Φ is satisfied if t = 0.5 while p is greater or equal to 0.912. The same formula is not satisfied if one
considers t = 0.7 and p < 0.967.
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Further examples of interesting properties of the DMS that can be expressed in the logic MOSL+ are the following:
• If there is a request for a S2-type service, then the probability that this request gets served within t time-units is at
least p.
〈S2〉@A⇒ P≥p(tt >U<t{A:I(S2,A)} tt).
This formula is satisfied by the initial configuration of the DMS: No S2-type service request is available when the
system starts.
• If the remote resource fails with a rate f r when it is not in use and it can be repaired with a rate rr , the probability
is smaller than p that after performing a S2-type request (within t time units), a state can be reached in which the
probability of observing the evaluation of Agt2r on the remote site within t ′ is smaller than q:
Fail@B ← P<p(>♦<t{A:O(S2,A)} P<q(>♦<t
′
{A:E(Agt2r,B)} tt))
where Fail and Repair are the agents defined as follows:
Fail ∆= (in(BF)@b, f r).Repair
Repair ∆= (out(BF)@b, rr).Fail.
Agent Fail models the possibility for the resource in B to fail (when it is not in use) with a failure rate f r .
Agent Repair models the capability of the system to recover from a failure of the resource in B with a recover rate
of rr .
We extend the rate mapping β0 in such a way that β0( f r) = 1.0 while β0(rr) = 10.0. Under this assumptions, we
have that the DMS satisfies the formula above when t ′ = 1.0, t = 0.3 and p = q = 0.5. The same formula is not
satisfied when we let t = 0.4 while let other values unchanged.
• The probability is greater than p that a S2-type service execution is completed within t time units while it is
guaranteed that a request for a S1-type service gets served within t ′ time-units with probability that is at least q:
〈GO〉@A→ 〈S2〉@A← P>p((Φ) >U<t{B:O(GO,A)} tt)
where:
Φ ∆= S1@A← P>q(>♦<t
′
{A:I(S1,A)} tt).
Using the tool, we have verified that the formula above is not satisfied by the DMS when t = t ′ = 0.3 and
p = q = 0.8. The same formula is satisfied when we increase the value of t to 0.4.
6. Conclusions and future work
This paper presented the temporal Mobile Stochastic Logic, MOSL+, which permits the description of both action
and state-based properties of mobile concurrent systems. The logic is aimed at the formal specification of performance
and dependability properties of systems modelled with STOKLAIM, a process description language that can model
mobile, distributed systems, and associates to process actions a random duration. The logic addresses both spatial and
temporal notions in order to reflect the topological structure of systems and their evolution over time in a probabilistic
setting. MOSL+, is a branching-time temporal logic (a la CTL) in which the universal and existential path quantifiers
have been replaced by a probability operator, in the same vein as in PCTL [3,15] and CSL [2].
For path-formulae, the until-operator is the main modality, and is decorated with sets of actions that describe the
possible activities along the path, just like the action-based variant of CTL presented in [4] and with time-bounds
like the timed CTL presented in [1]. These operators naturally express steady-state probabilities as well as probability
measures of paths. Specific atomic actions are used to characterize relevant activities taking place during executions,
and continuous random variables with exponential distributions are used for modelling action durations. Sets of actions
are captured by simple formulae that may contain variables to be bound to actions occurrences; this mechanism allows,
for instance, to deal with the dynamic creation of sites by processes. State formulae permit, instead, the capturing of
spatial aspects of systems by formalizing properties concerning resources availability and resources consumption, by
means of production and consumption operators similar to those of the MOMO logic [22].
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We have presented the syntax and formal semantics of MOSL+; due to the subtle interplay between real-time,
probabilistic, and spatial aspects, the semantics is somewhat technically involved. The theoretical achievements
have been complemented by a model-checking algorithm for MOSL+. To illustrate the approach, a small example
modelling a distributed service which incorporates agent mobility has been considered, and the analysis of some of
its qualitative and quantitative aspects has been performed.
The results in this paper show the viability of the approach and its practical usefulness when addressing the
quantitative aspects of mobile systems. We plan to further assess our proposal by considering more challenging case
studies. At the linguistic level, we plan to investigate the extension of MOSL+ and its model checking algorithm
with rewards, using again the functionality provided by MRMC. To decrease the complexity of the current model
checking algorithm, we shall try to adopt an on-the-fly approach that should avoid generating all possible reachable
configurations. We plan also to investigate richer and more dynamic network structures and to study the associated
modalities to be used instead of the current flat set of localities. A candidate starting point is a calculus with explicit
links and explicit operations for node connections and disconnections similar to OPEN-KLAIM [6]. Other extensions
could be considered to capture properties of allocation environments explicitly.
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